CORPORATE
TEAM BUILDING

With Cooking
Cindy’s Table Team Building Is a Recipe for Success!
• Improves your team’s relationships and 		
communication skills
• Includes challenges to evaluate individual
leadership skills
• Competitive for skill development
• Includes activities to increase morale and
to improve successful risk taking and 		
problem solving abilities
• Activities to encourage collaboration, 		
innovation and creativity
• Boosts team’s performance and is a
unique team building activity that is 		
actually FUN and Engaging!

Contact Cindy Anschutz Barbieri for more information.
www.cindystable.com

Insta

860-614-5870
cindy@cindystable.com
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Cindy’s Table Team Building Is a Recipe for Success!
CORPORATE TEAM BUILDING WITH COOKING
Improve soft skills training and employee communication using
Cindy’s proven techniques.
Cindy’s Table’s “Corporate Team Building With Cooking” Is a Recipe
for Success!
Are you looking for a way to develop a team, reward employees for their
hard work, or add some fun and creativity to your corporate events think
about booking a team building cooking class with Cindy!

Celebrity Chef
Cindy Anschutz Barbieri

Where does everyone end up at any dinner party or gathering – the kitchen! We all feel comfortable
and creative in the kitchen, so let’s use this relaxing environment to work on company strategies,
managing growth or kick starting new ideas! Working together to prepare a meal will take the stress
and pressure away and allow everyone to get relaxed, creative, and have fun!
Cindy Anschutz Barbieri has over 25 years of experience working in the training industry for a software
training company and a lifetime of experience cooking. This background coupled with her passion for
food will ensure a productive, enjoyable event! Read More About Cindy
Cindy’s Table is now offering “Corporate Team Building with Cooking”. We can help you and your company
increase teamwork and improve communication skills all while having an entertaining time cooking.
								

How will Cindy’s Table
“Team Building With Cooking”
benefit YOU and YOUR TEAM?

• Bring the team together in a creative 		
and innovative way
• Evaluate team skills
• Evaluate who participates
• Your team will be off their “smart phones”
• Showing your (the manager) creativity
• Add a little fun with your team
• Learn a few cooking techniques
• Energize your team
• Spending the time with your team in this
fun yet rewarding training is priceless!
www.CindysTable.com
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Sample Corporate Team Building With Cooking Ideas
These are a few sample ideas for your “Team Building with Cooking” event. We have
found that if we provide samples for you it will help get the wheels turning for us to
customize your training successfully.
Our goal is to get involvement from your team by working hands-on, interactively,
working together as a team and at the same time have fun!

Cooking Competition Sample 1 - Great for Sales Teams!
This option is great for territory sales teams. If you have more than 3 and up to 9
territories/districts, we will divide them up into teams. Each team will have a mystery
basket and will have to come up with the best dishes (based on taste, presentation
and the best use of the mystery ingredients).
How It Works:
For example: The mystery item is ground beef and it’s a burger theme. There are
pantry items available for the teams. The goal is for the team to work together to
come up with the best burger.
ROI for Manager
• Which member of each team becomes the leader?
• How do individuals work together?
• Who are the weaker members of your team?
www.CindysTable.com
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Sample Corporate Team Building With Cooking Ideas
Cooking Competition Sample 2 - Great for Teams of 3!
There will be 1 food item revealed that must be used in all dishes. They must prepare an appetizer,
dinner and dessert using pantry items to create dishes that highlight the “secret ingredient”. Teams
will be judged by taste, presentation and the use of the secret ingredient.
ROI for Manager
• Get your team members to work together
• Great exercise to include new hires to meet team members
• Increase morale
• This is a great way to get small teams to know each other better, meet the team or work out any 		
issues they may have endured.

Cooking Competition Sample 3 - Individual Competitions
This is more focused on the individual. Do you feel your team members require more individual
type competition?
Each member has a certain amount of time to shop and cook to prepare their dish. The Instructor
(me) will give the recipe instructions, shopping information and provide obstacles along the way to
make this a little harder. Each member must strategically think through each situation to get their dish
done on time and present to the judge. The member must talk about their dish and explain how they
solved their obstacles. They must also convince the judge that their dish should be the winning dish
by using their professional techniques.
ROI for Manager
• Demonstrates the use of tools given to each member, how they use them and convince others 		
that theirs is the best
• Great exercise to include new hires to meet team members
• Increase morale
• This is a great way to get small teams to know each other better, meet the team or work out any 		
issues they may have endured.

www.CindysTable.com
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Sample Corporate Cooking Classes
Corporate Cooking Class Sample 1 - Instructor-Led Cooking Class / Individual Focus
During this instructor-led cooking class each member must pay attention during the initial instructions
regarding the meals we will be preparing.
Depending on the number of members there will be several tables set up with the ingredients.
ROI for Manager
• This is a great way to mix and match departments to get to know each other better.
• All members will be gathering ingredients and accessories, chopping, mixing, stirring and other 		
cooking tasks.
• After the cooking is done and plated we all sit down and eat together and talk about our 			
experiences in the kitchen. We will encourage members to do tasks they are not good at or have
never done before. It’s a great conversation about the experience.

www.CindysTable.com
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Sample Corporate Cooking Classes
Cooking Competition Sample 2 - Great for Working On Communication & Problem Solving Skills
If communication and problem solving is your concern we can customize a cooking class that will
focus on communication skills by conducting an instructional class that goes through the entire recipe
(maybe it’s making homemade pasta and sauce). Then each team will go and make the recipe by
remembering the steps. This is a great way for each team to communicate and solve issues. Some
tables may be missing items needed and they will need to find them in the kitchen or find a way to
do the same task another way. We will add a few obstacles to encourage problem solving.
ROI for Manager
This is a great exercise to evaluate how each team communicates and solves problems that occur.

Create your own Cooking experience!
Create a Custom Team Building With Cooking Experience!
• We can develop a strategic team building cooking competition for a specific goal.
• Cooking classes can be interactive, casual or a formal wine dinner.
• Any location: your office kitchen, a restaurant, a location with a commercial kitchen, winery or 		
other location suggestions
• Rent food trucks and schedule a fun competition
• Tailgating
• Scavenger hunt challenge with cooking
• Remote location for a 2 day cooking event
• And more….

www.CindysTable.com
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Why Cindy’s Table “Corporate Team Building with Cooking”?
Every growing company wants to hire a company to come in for a Team Building session. When ideas
are discussed they are promised tons of ROI.
I was a software training manager and business owner and decided to shift the paradigm and use
cooking to engage staff, managers and business owners. I decided to develop a specialized approach
that is organized, fun, meaningful and most of all you will be spending quality time with your team!
My program keeps your team involved without any time to check their phone or respond to emails. We
have their full attention. Either during a cooking competition or instructional hands-on class, each team
member is busy doing a task!

Get Started & Plan Your Corporate Team Building With Cooking Event Now!
1. First you fill out the Information Sheet and after our team reviews it, we contact you to schedule 		
a call.
2. Next we customize your event based on your needs, budget and goals.
3. Cindy’s Table will develop, plan, schedule and lead your Team Building with Cooking event.
For more information, fill out the Information Sheet and plan your Team Building with Cooking event
now! Hit the Submit Button and it will be emailed to our team!

www.CindysTable.com
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Here are some questions to answer to assist us as we
customize your successful “Corporate Team Building With Cooking” Event!
What type of team building events or training have you done in the past?

List a few goals you want to achieve during the training session?

What location are you planning on holding Team Building Training?

Is there a kitchen available or do we need to secure a location?

How many members in your team will participate in training?

What is the date and time frame you would like to schedule your Team Building with Cooking session?
Date:

Time Frame:

Are you considering a cooking competition or an interactive class? (If you are not sure that is ok, just give me
your initial thoughts)

Do you have a budget?

Will alcohol be involved?

Yes

No

Please add any information you would like to share as it will help us build the best solution for you and your team.

SUBMIT

www.CindysTable.com
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About Celebrity Chef Cindy Anschutz Barbieri
Cindy started her love for food before she could reach
the counter in her Nana’s Italian kitchen. Her grandmother
Nicolina was from Naples, Italy and she loved to be
surrounded by her family. You always found Nana in the
kitchen stirring a large pot of sauce or making lasagna to
feed the neighborhood. Cindy is a lot like her Nana as she
loves to share her love for cooking and loves to cook the
family’s favorite meals when all of the kids are home visiting.
Cindy and her husband Glenn love to entertain in their
large country home in Marlborough, CT. Cindy’s Italian
style of cooking is flavorful yet clean and most recipes can
be made in advance but always the star of the party!
Every meal has a story of her and Nana in the kitchen
together and you can see the sparkle in her eyes when the
stories are shared with family and friends. Cindy has two
sisters who also love to share stories of them as little girls and
sometimes share disagreements on the way Nana made certain recipes but it’s always a fun time
together when they get a chance to cook together and of course with a glass of wine in hand.
Cindy’s “Paleo Italian Cooking” will take you through Tuscany and enjoy the flavors and hopefully you
will feel part of Cindy’s family and her love of the taste of Italy.
Cindy’s infectious enthusiasm for Italian food pervades all of her recipes as you follow her journey and
enjoy your own Italian cooking experience.
Many of the recipes in this book make a regular appearance in Cindy’s kitchen including her Antipasto
which is always offered to her family and friends. Cindy is known for her Spinach and Artichoke Rolls
and delicious Frittatas. You will always find an Italian chopped salad along with a Tuscan favorite such
as an anchovy pizza or Roman braised eggplant. A pot of sauce or meatball and kale soup is perfect
for weekends. If dining at Cindy’s you may be served her chicken scalopini in a caper sauce or even
Osso Buco but if it’s seafood then try her salmon with lemon, capers and thyme. Cindy’s desserts are
light and easy but very Italian. She enjoyed making Budino with her nana and that is still a favorite.
Expect to feel the passion of her Italian heritage and extensive travels throughout Italy. Cindy’s Table
will develop, plan, schedule and lead your Team Building with Cooking event.
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Cindy’s Reviews
Glenn R. - May 5, 2016
Our company hired Cindy’s Table for a Sales Team training event. She
built a corporate sales communication skills team building program for 16
people from across the U.S.
She was able to use the unique experience of running a restaurant kitchen
as a communication and team building training day. Her experience as a
chef and trainer brought together the ability to teach our sales team how
to work together. By taking them out of their usual environment it forced
them to build strong bonds around something they knew little about. My
organization came away energized about how to work closer together
to drive sales for our company and how important it is to have strong
communications among a team. We will be using her again!
Read More Reviews

Marianne P.- April 25, 2016

I was hosting a farm to table dinner for my husband’s clients. I didn’t know
who to turn to and found Thumbtack. I will admit I was a little nervous as this
event was a big deal to my husband’s company. I received 5 quotes but Cindy’s response really stood out.
I viewed her website and was immediately impressed.
Cindy is extremely professional, talented, entertaining and her food is above amazing. My husband and his
clients were overjoyed with the experience and we never ate amazing food in our lives. I never heard of a
lifestyle chef before but we will be using Cindy again and again. I know we did not only enjoy a memorable
evening but made a wonderful friend. Thank you Cindy.
Nicole S. - April 18, 2016
I have never used an online service before and was extremely impressed. I am the Administrative Assistant to
a large Dental office. We traveled from Maine to Stuart, FL for a training session for the doctors and hygienist.
I went along to make sure everyone was where they were supposed to be and organize dinners, etc. During
one of the dinners we found out that there were some issues in our office. The owner of our practice asked me
to organize a team building session. I was nervous because he wanted something in 2 days.
When Cindy from Cindy’s Table responded to me I was super excited. There were other great responses but
hers really stood out to me. What impressed me the most was her corporate training background and her
culinary background. The two of them together were a match I was looking for.
Cindy is extremely professional, detail oriented and created an amazing session for us. We were able to iron
out the internal issues, learned some great techniques and had fun cooking.
I highly recommend you using Cindy for your next Corporate event. She is knowledgeable, funny, and
amazing in the kitchen. She is also a mom so knew how to handle us young ladies in a group. We will
definitely call her again for future events.
www.CindysTable.com
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Joe C. - April 17, 2016
I hired Cindy to do an in-house event at my company recently. It was extremely well received by the
attendees. Cindy was prepared, professional and made the event both fun and informative. The event
went so well we discussed doing another engagement in Q3. I highly recommend Cindy. She is a real pro
who has an engaging personality. Thanks again Cindy, will be in touch soon!
Bill S. - February 25, 2016
Cindy was outstanding. Great communication leading up to the event
and a great energy level. While cooking she was a great entertainer
telling stories of meals in Italy and life as a tv chef. The food was
excellent. I can’t say enough good things about her and her cooking. I
highly recommend engaging Cindy and I know my whole family hopes
we see her again soon!
Leia W. - September 24, 2015
Cindy’s Table came to our office for a team building exercise to help us with morale. Cindy structured
a cooking class and had us all work together with different jobs to perform including cleaning after! My
manager knew immediately that she had extreme training skills because she knew who to team together
and everyone just loved the experience. 3 weeks later morale has increased and we are all still talking
about the event. The food was amazing and we had so much fun. We all even learned a few tips and tricks
in the kitchen! If you are looking for a non-traditional team building training I recommend you contact
Cindy at Cindy’s Table! She will Wow you with her skills and cooking.
Lisa V. - July 26, 2015
I reached out to Cindy’s Table for help with a teambuilding event for 30 sales
reps. It’s a pretty competitive group so Cindy suggested a “Chopped” style
cookoff. The venue was perfect and we all participated in a burger cookoff.
We had 6 teams and competed team against team in 3 different rounds of
burgers. Turkey, Beef and Salmon. The teams came up with great recipes, the
judging was fun and the specialty drinks at the bar during the cookoff were
phenomenal. Everybody had a great time! Thanks Cindy

CINDY IS A CERTIFIED SERVSAFE® INSTRUCTOR
®
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Cindy In the Press & Media
Cindy Anschutz Barbieri, TV and lifestyle chef, cookbook author, food
blogger and entertaining expert, shows audiences how to prepare
seasonal, authentic yet contemporary, family-style Italian cuisine like no
one else.
She is the host of the popular half-hour cooking program on Youtube,
“Everyday to Gourmet” and the author of the highly praised cookbook
Cindy’s Table: Bringing Italy to Your Home, which shows home cooks
how to prepare hearty, innovative Italian meals like Potato and Zucchini
Pancakes, Eggplant Caponata, Fire-Roasted Baked Ziti, Italian Wedding
Soup and many other dishes alongside planning and entertaining tips for
the home and kitchen.
Cindy’s latest book, Paleo Italian Cooking, was released on October 6, 2015
and in book stores near you! Cindy loves to eat healthy and since learning about the Paleo diet it has been
a natural transition. Although you will find pasta on the table with a glass of red wine occasionally, keeping
Paleo has been a great lifestyle for Cindy and her husband Glenn. Even their Jack Russell eats all natural
healthy foods.

CINDY HAS MADE NUMEROUS GUEST APPEARANCES ON THE
FOLLOWING NETWORKS AND POPULAR TV SHOWS:
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